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The Vietnam veterans among us will recall that our predecessors often treated us with
disdain, and how we vowed never to do the same to those that followed in our footsteps.
Well, at our most recent Committee meeting we decided to continue welcoming veterans
and their partners into our group, especially the younger ones, by making it easier for
them to join with us. From now on, after a veteran attends two general meetings, and if
they so desire, we will invite them and their partner to join the Association. If they do join
we will subsidize their costs by waiving our fees and by paying the relevant capitation fees
to State. Then, if they decide to continue with us, they will pay the normal annual
subscription fee. This is a cost we can absorb, and we consider it a gesture of welcome
from our generation of veterans to the next generation of veterans.
Oh yes, I just couldn’t let the “old year” pass us by without a couple of stories - one for the
boys and one for the girls.
Think back a few years when the exercise instructor was saying: "Ladies, remember that
walking is especially beneficial as it strengthens the pelvic muscles and will make child
birth that much easier. Pace yourself, make plenty of stops and stay on a soft surface
like grass."
"Gentlemen, it wouldn't hurt you to go walking with her." After a few
moments one man at the back of the room, slowly raised his hand. "I was wondering if it
would be all right if she carries a golf bag while we walk?"
Think about a grandma walking with her Grandson down the street. He picks something
up off of the ground and goes to put it in his mouth. Grandma asks him not to do that.
"Why?" he asks. "Because it's been on the ground; you don't know where it's been, it's
dirty, and probably has germs, and sometimes germs make little boys sick". At this point,
he looks at Grandma with total admiration and asks, "Grandma, how do you know all this
stuff? You are so smart." She replies, "All Grandmas know stuff. It's in the Grandma
Test. You have to know it, or they don't let you be a Grandma." They walk along in silence
for a while; he was evidently pondering this new information. "Oh, I get it!” he beams, “If
you don't pass the test you have to be the Grandpa." "Exactly," she replies with a big
smile on her face.
And finally, make sure you attend our February General Meeting when Social Guru Garry
will present our proposed social calendar for 2014. See you there.
Cheers, Phil
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DATES TO REMEMBER
03 FEBRUARY 2014

Monthly Meeting

Redcliffe Bridge Club

(old bowls club)

08.30 a.m. for 09.00 a.m. Start.
07 FEBRUARY 2014

BBQ AT JAMIESON PARK SCARBOROUGH

10.30 FOR 11.30.

TBA.

Dinner at MAMMA’S Margate. Info at General Meeting.

INTRODUCING OUR WELFARE OFFICERS

Carol

Gus

John

Beryl

Paddy

Anna

Our Welfare Officers live in the following areas for your information. Please contact the Officer
closest to your address if help needed or contact the Officer of your choice if you so wish.

ALBANY CREEK

Carol Fraser

07 3264 1797

0427 174 469

Gus Fraser

07 3264 1797

0427 174 469

Paddy Neill

07 5428 7853

Beryl Neill

07 5428 7853

NARANGBA

John Clarkson

07 3385 6176

KURWONGBAH

Anna Douglas

BURPENGARY

0427 570 723
0407 747 621

Thought for the Day

You can get much further with a kind word and a
gun than you can with a kind word alone.
Al Capone
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Redcliffe TPI Proposed Social Calendar 2014.
February:

Dinner at MAMMA’S Italian Restaurant Oxley Avenue Margate 6.00 pm.
Meal subsidy of $10.00 per member or Associate Attending.
Names to Garry after meeting on the 3rd of Feb or at the BBQ at Jamieson Park
Scarborough on the 7th of Feb.
March:

Cruise aboard the Tangalooma Flyer to Tangalooma Resort.
Cost is $65.00 per head. This includes a $20.00 voucher for your lunch and the use of
the resort facilities.
There will be a bus supplied to and from the ferry by the club pick up time and more
details at the March meeting.
April:

Dinner at Chinese Restaurant at Glass House Mountains. Dates and timings to be
advised.
May:

Possible tour of Enoggera Barracks.
Still looking in to arrangements ?????
June:

Medieval dinner at Dolphins Leagues Club more details as event gets closer.
July:
Christmas in July at Tranquill Park Maleny 2 night stay more details as we get closer.
August:
5th to the 12th Trip to Norfolk Island more details at the FEBRUARY Meeting.
September:
Tenterfield Golf Trip.
October:
Sunshine Coast Races
November:
Car Rally date to be set.
This is only a proposed calendar of events for the year. I look forward to seeing you all at the
meeting in February.
Garry Social GURU.
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Dietitian & Exercise Physiologist
Ambition Health was founded by Mitch Peterman - an experienced and dedicated Accredited
Practicing Dietitian and Accredited Exercise Physiologist –
BHlthSc(Nutr&Diet)(Hons)/BAppSc(HMS)(Hons), APD, AEP, ESSAM.
Mitch is passionate about empowering people to achieve better health through good nutrition and
regular physical activity. He aims to provide evidence-based, practical advice on nutrition and
exercise to all of his clients. Mitch prides himself on providing a tailored plan to each individual
based on their unique situation and circumstances. He seeks to educate, motivate and empower
others to improve their overall health and quality of life.
Entitled Department of Veteran’s Affairs (DVA) clients may be referred for clinically relevant
Dietitian and/or Exercise Physiology treatment by their GP on a valid D904 referral form.
Location: 328 Oxley Ave, Margate (next to the Golden Ox)

Call Mitch today on 0413 745 812
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Trivia Questions (Geography) (Answers in March Commscord)
1. What is Scotland’s second largest city?
2. What is the better-known name for the Hellenic Republic?
3. Which Venetian canal does the Rialto Bridge span?
4. Which city is closest to South Africa’s Soweto?
5. What is Latin America’s northernmost nation?
6. What nickname is given to the circle of volcanoes around the Pacific Basin?
7. What is alternatively known in the US as the Will Rogers Highway?
8. Who was the king of Spain at the start of the 21st century?
9. Which island on the Pearl River delta has a name meaning fragrant harbor?
10. Which of the 12 Apostles is said to be buried in north west Spain, and is that country’s
patron saint?
Trivia Questions (Entertainment) (Answers in March Commscord)
1. In the movie The Blues Brothers, what does Elwood remove only three times?
2. What is the surname of the singer Beyonce?
3. What is the sub-title of the second Pirates of the Caribbean movie?
4. What 1993 dinosaur movie featured Samuel L. Jackson as Ray Arnold?
5. Which famous comic actor voiced characters Lovelace and Ramon in the movie Happy
Feet?
6. What is ET’s job in the Spielberg movie?
7. What movie caused Nicole Kidman’s knee injury and resulted in Jodie Foster replacing
her in the movie Panic Room?
8. What Queen hit did Sylvester Stallone nearly use for the Rocky III theme song?
9. What character in The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King was based on a New
Zealand tunnel web spider?
10. What movie gave Julia Roberts the chance to explain to Hugh Grant “I’m just a girl
standing in front of a boy asking him to love her”?
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Families visit Tarin Kot

The families of many of Australia’s 40 soldiers killed in Afghanistan visited Multinational
Base Tarin Kot in November.
The 57 family members flew into the country on a C-17 flight from Al Minhad Air Base in the
United Arab Emirates.
Their host was Chief of the Defence Force, General David Hurley, who said the journey was
about helping the families to heal by giving them an opportunity to experience and
understand the country where their loved ones lost their lives.
“This has been a deeply moving experience for everyone involved, especially the families of
our fallen,” he said.
“They are the ones who bear the true cost of war, yet, despite their grief, they are able to
find comfort in what their husbands, partners, fathers, sons and brothers achieved.”
Family members attended a ceremony for the fallen at the Multinational Base Tarin Kot
memorial wall, attended by hundreds of Australian Defence Force personnel serving in
Afghanistan.
Kim Duffy, father of Captain Bryce Duffy who was killed during an insider attack on October
29, 2011, said the visit helped after two years of grieving.
“For all the families, certainly from the comments I’ve heard, it’s a big closure event for us,”
Mr Duffy said.
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“Nothing will ever remove the pain and the loss, but just being here is a huge closure
chapter, I think, for everybody.”
The memorial wall honours the 114 International Security Assistance Force personnel killed
in and around Uruzgan province since 2002.
Peter Diddams, whose son Sergeant Blaine Diddams was killed in action with the Special
Operations Task Group on July 2, 2013, welcomed the opportunity to visit Afghanistan.
“It’s a very surreal experience to visit Tarin Kot after all the letters I shared with Blaine
during his tours here,” Mr Diddams said.
“To walk out the back of the C-17 and see the mountains, the dust and the blast walls, the
vehicles and the bunkers, we got to see where he lived and where he worked – it helps us
understand.”
Earlier, family members visited Camp Holland and Camp Russell during a tour of the base
that included lunch in the mess and visits to accommodation facilities and the Role 2
medical facility.
After the ceremony, serving troops met family members over afternoon tea at Poppies.
General Hurley joined family members on the flight back to Al Minhad and reflected on the
visit.
“I talked with all the families and each is at a different point in their recovery, but
overwhelmingly this has been a very positive step in that process,” he said.
“I cannot help but admire the courage and strength of these families. It has been a
tremendous privilege to make this journey with them.”
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Let your PC start the New Year right!

A little time spent now on preventive maintenance can save hours of PC troubleshooting
later — and provide better computing all year long.
Use the following steps to give your PC (running Windows) an annual check-up — and
ensure it starts 2013 as healthy as possible.
Consider what your PC has been through in the past 12 months: Windows Update
added dozens of patches to your operating system; you've likely installed some new
third-party software, uninstalled other programs and upgraded or patched apps and
utilities. You've probably altered, tuned, and tweaked various aspects of your system's
user interface and software settings and you've undoubtedly created and deleted myriad
new emails, documents, photos, MP3s, videos, spread sheets, and such.
All during that time, your hard drive spun hundreds of millions of revolutions and the
system fans rotated for hundreds of hours. Heat, dust, and chemical degradation did
their inevitable damage, reducing the remaining physical life of your system's
components. In short, just as we're a year older, our PCs are not the same machines
they were a year ago.
To ensure your system runs smoothly for another year, now's a good time to perform
some extra maintenance. It'll help prevent new errors from piling on old ones and keep
your system fundamentally sound.
Preserve and protect system data.
As with all significant changes to a PC, start any serious system maintenance with a full
system backup — if anything goes bung, you can recover quickly. (You should regularly
back up anyway, it is good insurance against all manner of ills that might bring down a
PC, power spikes, hard-drive crashes, malware infestations, cockpit error, and many
other calamities.)
All current versions of Windows provide the means to make reliable backups, though
each new generation of the OS has added enhancements to its archiving capabilities
Check the hard drive's physical/logical health.
Traditional hard drives are possibly the hardest-working components in PCs. Their
spinning platters can rack up hundreds of millions
of rotations per year, and their read/write heads
chatter back and forth millions of times, moving
chunks of files in astronomical quantities. It's a
testament to hard-drive technology that they work
as well, as long, and as reliably as they do. But
as sure as death and taxes, all drives eventually
wear out. Take a few minutes to check your
drive's physical health via the Self-Monitoring,
Analysis, and Reporting Technology (aka
SMART) subsystem built into most current hard
drives. You can do that HERE.
Although SMART tools monitor the physical
health of drives, Windows' built-in tools check on
the logical health of the files on the drive.
Every version of Windows, from XP on, has
CHKDSK (as in "check disk") for exactly that
purpose. The basic version of CHKDSK is a
simple point-and-click operation. In Windows
Explorer, right-click the drive that you want to
check and select Properties.
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Click the Tools tab and then, under Error-checking, click the Check now button (arrow
right).
You will then be offered the option (left) of selecting
whether to fix any errors and/or to try and recover any
bad sectors, select both.
If the drive you wish to check is the one which you are
using, CHKDSK will not be able to do its magic until
you log off, it will offer you the opportunity to schedule
a check next time you start your computer, if it does,
click Schedule disk check. Then next time you start
your computer, Windows will run CHKDSK before
starting up.
If you’ve got two hard drives on your machine, (say
Drive C [main] and Drive D) and you want to do a check on drive D, Windows will go
straight into CHKDSK and check drive D without requiring a restart.
Patch and update all software and the OS.
Next step is to make sure all software updates are installed — especially security-related
patches! Start by opening Windows Update and clicking Check for updates, then
review the list of patches Microsoft wants installed. (Not all Windows patches are
necessary.)
If you’re using XP, Vista and Win7, start by
opening the Control Panel, in XP, click on
Automatic Updates, in Vista and Win7,
click Windows Update.
If you need help with Windows Update,
Microsoft has more info for XP, Vista/Win7,
and Win8.
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Centenary of service

Every soldier can remember a Padre who offered a listening ear, kind word or wry joke. This week
Army commemorates the Centenary of the Royal Australian Army Chaplains Department.
The first Army Chaplains were appointed on 1 December 1913. For 100 years, chaplains have walked
alongside us in conflict, disaster relief, training and in barracks.
Director General Chaplaincy Army Geoff Webb said the Chaplaincy role had evolved with the rest of
the Australian Army but the fundamentals haven’t changed.
“Chaplains still provide religious services and support to soldiers’ personal faith,” he said.
“But in other ways Chaplaincy has changed markedly. Early chaplains were citizen ministers who
volunteered to be part of a citizen volunteer expeditionary force to the Boer War and both World
Wars.
“Now we are much more part of the permanent professional Army expected to be able to function
in that environment.”
“Chaplains work in an increasingly multi faith society with skills to assist with PTSD, moral injury and
other consequences of our greater awareness of the cost of deployment on soldiers.
“Padres will continue to assist in the repair of broken souls, broken hearts and broken parts; the
fine-tuning of the soldier’s moral compass; and the preservation of his or her ethical sensibilities.”
Chaplain Webb said the Royal Australian Army Chaplains Department (RAAChD) centenary
celebration combined several activities in Canberra on 2 December 2013.
“A RAAChD centennial plaque will be dedicated at the Australian War Memorial (AWM). After that, a
new book Captains of the Soul – the history of Army chaplains, will be launched.
“A commemorative church service was held at the Royal Military College Duntroon followed by a
Centenary Dinner at Anzac Hall at the AWM.”
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The communications centre, accommodation, workshops, carpenters or
‘chippies hut,’ Q-Store, ready room, theatre, guard towers, medical
facilities, vehicle garages or ‘the stables’ and common areas, all had a
great many people pass through.
Packing was conducted in stages and personnel made sure everything
that needed to be boxed up and sent back through the logistics chain was
done.
Home to nearly 10,000 people at the height of the campaign, Multi
National Base - Tarin Kot developed extensive infrastructure during its
decade of operation, much of which has been transferred to the Afghan
National Security Force.
Recording the state of facilities prior to handover to the Afghan
government in both Camp Holland and Camp Russell was an interesting
and reflective time. Hallways and rooms that once had been the scenes of
frenetic activity, stood silent ready for the handover.
The Commander of the Australian Joint Task Force in the Middle East,
Major General Craig Orme, paid tribute to the effort of Australians who
have served in the province over the years together with our coalition
partners.
Major General Orme said the base has been transferred to various Afghan
Government ministries in accordance with the determination of the
Uruzgan Base Closure Commission held in August 2013. All transferred
infrastructure has been deemed safe, secure and sustainable.
“We can be proud of what we have achieved, and have completed our
mission in Uruzgan knowing that we have made a difference,” he said.
After the end of the International Security Assistance Force mission in
2014, Australia will continue to support Afghanistan’s security,
development and governance. Australia has also pledged to contribute to
the post-2014 NATO-led ‘train, advise, assist’ mission.
Combined Task Force 150 plans and executes operations involving a
range of ships and aircraft from the Combined Maritime Forces member
nations across an area of over two million square miles, encompassing
the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, Arabian Sea, Indian Ocean and Gulf of Oman.
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Launch of Navy Daily News Website
3 July 2013
Today the Royal Australian Navy launched its new online news website Navy Daily at
http://news.navy.gov.au.
Navy Daily will complement Navy News, Navy internet/intranet sites and social media through the
online delivery of news stories about Navy's activities.
The site will feature stories from RAN Fleet units and establishments, imagery, video, and links to
Navy's social media sites including Facebook and Twitter. The aim is to update it daily to ensure it
remains current and relevant.
Navy Daily is taking a contemporary approach to delivering news stories promoting Navy's
professional workforce. Defence personnel are encouraged to contribute and further information
will be circulated via internal communication channels.
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Computer.

A Spanish Teacher was explaining to her class that in Spanish, unlike English, nouns are
designated as either masculine or feminine. 'House' for instance, is feminine: 'la casa.'
'Pencil,' however, is masculine: 'el lapiz.'
A student asked, 'What gender is 'computer'?'
Instead of giving the answer, the teacher split the class into two groups, male and female,
and asked them to decide for themselves whether computer' should be a masculine or a
feminine noun. Each group was asked to give four reasons for its recommendation.
The men's group decided that 'computer' should definitely be of the feminine gender ('la
computadora'), because:
1. No one but their creator understands their internal logic;
2. The native language they use to communicate with other computers is incomprehensible
to everyone else;
3. Even the smallest mistakes are stored in long term memory for possible later retrieval;
and
4. As soon as you make a commitment to one, you find yourself spending half your pay on
accessories for it.
The women's group, however, concluded that computers should be Masculine ('el
computador'), because:
1. In order to do anything with them, you have to turn them on;
2. They have a lot of data but still can't think for themselves;
3. They are supposed to help you solve problems, but half the time they ARE the problem;
and
4. As soon as you commit to one, you realize that if you had waited a little longer, you could
have gotten a better model.
The women won.

THE REDCLIFFE TPI CARAVAN CLUB JD HEADING FOR SUPPLIES.
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